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Machine Learning and Robot Perception (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
This book presents some of the most recent research results in the area of machine learning and robot perception. The book contains eight chapters.

Relevant progress has been done, within the Robotics field, in mechanical systems, actuators, control and planning. This fact, allows a wide application of industrial robots, where...

		

Deep Reinforcement Learning Hands-On: Apply modern RL methods, with deep Q-networks, value iteration, policy gradients, TRPO, AlphaGo Zero and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This practical guide will teach you how deep learning (DL) can be used to solve complex real-world problems.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore deep reinforcement learning (RL), from the first principles to the latest algorithms
	
			Evaluate high-profile RL methods, including value...




		

AD HOC NETWORKS: Technologies and ProtocolsSpringer, 2004
Wireless mobile networks and devices are becoming increasingly popular as
they provide users access to information and communication anytime and anywhere.
Conventional wireless mobile communications are usually supported
by a wired fixed infrastructure. A mobile device would use a single-hop wireless
radio communication to...





		

Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...

		

101 Boardroom Problems and How to Solve ThemAMACOM, 2008
Before becoming a consultant on meetings and effective decision making, I was employed as an engineer. My motto then was: Silence is golden. Keeping quiet in meetings was safe and risk-free, and rarely did anyone solicit my ideas anyway. Had I shared my input, however, it might have improved the quality of my team’s decisions and reduced its...

		

Python 3 Text Processing with NLTK 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 80 practical recipes on natural language processing techniques using Python's NLTK 3.0


	About This Book

	
		Break text down into its component parts for spelling correction, feature extraction, and phrase transformation
	
		Learn how to do custom sentiment analysis and named entity...







		

The Scrumban [R]Evolution: Getting the Most Out of Agile, Scrum, and Lean Kanban (Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2015

	Create Thriving, High-Performing Teams and Organizations with Scrumban


	 


	Scrumban allows you to use Kanban as a catalyst for increasingly valuable changes to your existing software development processes, amplifying and expanding upon Scrum’s...


		

Arabs: A 3,000-Year History of Peoples, Tribes and EmpiresYale University Press, 2019

	A riveting, comprehensive history of the Arab peoples and tribes that explores the role of language as a cultural touchstone

	

	This kaleidoscopic book covers almost 3,000 years of Arab history and shines a light on the footloose Arab peoples and tribes who conquered lands and disseminated their language and culture...


		

Multimedia Systems: Algorithms, Standards, and Industry PracticesCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Multimedia is now a broad “umbrella” that innovatively combines different fields of
	research and industry to produce practical solutions that are used on a wide scale
	today. Some of these fields are signal processing, imaging and color science, video and
	audio analysis, 2D/3D graphics, information theory, compression,...






		

Sketchbook Pro Digital Painting EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create stunning professional grade artwork using Sketchbook Pro


	Overview

	
		Discover tricks and techniques that will help you make the most out of Sketchbook Pro
	
		Packed with practical examples that help you create expressive sketches ranging from cartoons to portraits
	
		A...



		

Risk Assessment of Chemicals: An IntroductionSpringer, 2007

	At last – a second edition of this hugely important text that reflects the progress and experience gained in the last decade and aims at providing background and training material for a new generation of risk assessors. The authors offer an introduction to risk assessment of chemicals as well as basic background information on sources,...


		

Advanced Fixture Design Method and Its ApplicationSpringer, 2021

	
		This book uses kinematics, mechanics, mathematics, and so on, to systematically propose the fixturing performance evaluation and fixturing layout planning method. The proposed method is a novel method, including the analysis method of locating determination, the analysis method of workpiece stability, the analysis method of clamping...
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